CONGRATULATIONS!

Hey, it's Marcus here.

First of all I want to congratulate you on taking action towards improving your dating-life, and also your life as a whole.

A lot of people talk about wanting to improve, but very few people actually do anything about it! Whether it's Tinder dating or other areas of their life, they keep doing the same old things and just hope that something miraculous will happen. It’s summed up exactly in one of my favorite quotes:

*Insanity is doing the same thing, over and over again, but expecting different results.*

– ALBERT EINSTEIN

But unlike most people, you have initiative and have taken a concrete step to personal improvement… And I really admire that.

This Date-Talk Cheat-Pack will give you the tools so you can easily follow my Date-Talk method that you read at http://www.tinderseduction.com/what-to-say-on-tinder-sex-hookup-in-4-messages

I've been devoting every day of my life to seduction for over 4 years now... testing, researching and helping thousands of guys get hookups and dates from Tinder in record time. I know what works... You will now have some of that knowledge, too.

And the thing is: you won’t find this stuff anywhere else on the internet, or anywhere in the world, besides TinderSeduction.com.

No one else is even trying to create Tinder techniques like these… let alone “put their money where their mouth is” by openly sharing them with you like I am – because no one is on the same level as tinderseduction.com when it comes to powerful Tinder techniques that really work.

I don't say this to brag by any means. Let’s just say I know what I’m talking about.

That’s why I’m absolutely certain this Cheat-Pack will help you get what you want from Tinder!

- Marcus with TinderSeduction.com
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HERE’S YOUR OPPORTUNITY

Imagine this...

You match with a girl on Tinder who’s hot. You feel a little excited. You look through her Tinder pictures and this is what you see...

Jess is a smokin’ hot girl who’s looking for a bit of fun and she’s matched with you...

Now you get really excited.

Images begin to run through your mind – you imagine meeting up with her, what it would be like to kiss her soft lips and massage her tongue with yours.

You imagine touching her toned body and feeling her curves as she starts to moan softly in your ear.

You imagine her naked body pressing closely against yours as she slowly grinds her hips.

Just the thought of her turns you on like crazy and you can’t wait to get her nude and into your bed.

But wait!...

Before she even thinks about getting in bed with you there’s something you need to do first...

You need to seduce her.

You need to be able to hit her emotional hot spots and make her attracted to you with only a few words, because on Tinder that’s all you’ve got.

You say one wrong word and she’s gone.

You be too boring and she’s gone.
And worst of all, if you say nothing... she’s gone.

You need to talk to her, but you need to say exactly the right thing otherwise **you’ve got no hope.**

So you send her a message to start the conversation:

You’ve sent the message and now you wait.

One minute passes... nothing happens.

You check again in five minutes - still nothing. It feels embarrassing.

A few hours later your painfully lonely message is still sitting there.

The next morning you wake up and eagerly check your Tinder messages to see what she said.

......still absolutely nothing.

You know what it means: she’s not interested in you anymore.

You had one shot at fucking or dating a gorgeous girl and **you blew it.**

You fell down at the first step.

*And it hurts...*

It makes you sick to your stomach because you know you’ve missed out on another girl that you could have easily hooked up with.

...You keep getting rejected again and again.
THE BIGGEST MISTAKE

It doesn’t matter if you’re good at talking face-to-face with girls because Tinder is a completely different ball game.

If you say the wrong thing they’ll judge you in an instant – they won’t like you and they’ll go cold.

If you’re too boring – they’ll forget you and talk to someone else instead.

That means its game over for you.

So what’s going wrong?

You already know... I’ve told you in the What to Say on Tinder blog post. But this is super-important so I’ll show you again....

Here are the last few Tinder messages that a female friend of mine received – read them closely:
Hi, Hey, What’s up, How are you...

She gets the exact same messages over and over from guys who have no idea.

IT’S BORING AS SHIT!

And for a girl on Tinder it’s something that happens day-in-day-out.

Every day a girl will see 10, 20 even 50 of the same boring messages when she checks her Tinder account.

So when you come in and say “Hey 😊” you become just another boring Tinder loser.

She won’t take a second look at you.

Then a rare guy will come along and send her a unique opener that catches her attention... you can bet he’s the one who has a great conversation and ends up getting laid.

...That’s what’s going wrong.

You’re playing the part of the boring Tinder loser... Meanwhile a small handful of guys who know how to talk to girls on Tinder are stealing them away from you like candy from a baby.

But here’s the thing: it’s so easy for you to change that.

It’s so easy for you to become that guy she thinks is interesting - you can be the guy getting laid...

All you need to do is be different.

All you need to do is send her the messages that makes her take notice and think Wow, who’s this guy?!

And the best part is you can do exactly that right now, just by copying and pasting a few openers and using the Date-Talk method.

It really is that simple.

Copy the openers I’m giving you in this document and send them to the girls on your Tinder list. Then, follow up with the Date-Talk technique

Watch how your reply rate improves dramatically. Watch how girls are more interested in you right from the start.

Because once you do that you’ll never go back to saying Hey, Hi, What’s up or asking How was your weekend?, like you used to.

You’ll quickly become one of the small handful of guys who can get girls interested from the beginning... get them excited about meeting up with you... and that means you’ll start getting easy hookups and dates with smokin’ hot girls like Jess.
OPENERS

I’m going to give you a few openers that will set you apart on Tinder. They are from my personal collection of 100+ masterpiece Tinder Openers, called Dating App Cheat.

They’re unique, they’re emotive and they’ll demand that girls give you attention.

When girls say they want “witty banter” this is the stuff they’re talking about!

Note 1: Please keep in mind there is no opener that works on every girl every time. There’s no such thing because all girls are different. As a result, these messages won’t work every time either... but you can be certain that using these openers consistently will make your overall results improve significantly.

Note 2: Please don’t share this document with others. One of the reasons these messages work so well is because very few people know about them and use them.

With that said, here they are!

Opener #1

So [Her Name], should we skip straight to the important stuff?... Tell me what's your favorite Justin Timberlake song

This is a great general opener that you can use if there’s nothing specific to pick out from a girl’s profile to comment on. It’s light and playful so it will set you up for a great conversation.

Opener #2

[Her Name], we’re both obviously playing hard to get, so how about we agree to put our egos aside in the name of lust and skip to the part where we flirt outrageously with each other.

This one sentence can be your go-to message in two different scenarios:

Use it as an opener - it slices through tension and breaks the ice in a way that’s witty, poetic and humorous. Conversation has a very smooth and open flow after this is used. It is perfectly suited for times when you match with a girl but neither of you comment for a few days.

Or, you can use it as a recovery message to revive old conversations that have gone stale - it has an exceptional response rate that is always positive.
Opener #3

As cute as that smile of yours is [Her name], I’m afraid that it was your gorgeous dog that caught my attention first ;) 

Lock this message in your memory bank – girls always have pictures with dogs so you will be using it on a daily basis.

At the core of this message is the most flexible and powerful opener that can be used in any situation, yet it can still be personalized to make any girl feel special... it will make her feel like the message is just for her.

It is very simple, but don’t let that fool you, it works amazingly well.

Here’s the very simple (and successful) template which can be tailored for any girl that you talk to:

As cute as ______, I’m afraid ________ ;)

You saw the example I gave you to use when a girl has a dog in her profile, but there are literally endless openers you can create from this core template. Here’s another example:

[Her name], as cute as your smile is, I'm afraid that your pictures don’t tell me much so I’m going to have to find out more about you before I take you on an amazing first date... ;)

Don’t just use those two examples (well you can, and they will work), but make up your own as you go along... it's more fun that way!

Plus it's easy: after "As cute as" you simply add a unique compliment, and after "I'm afraid" you add a playful jibe, but don't be mean.

And don’t forget the smiley-face wink – it actually makes a big difference!

Why does this Opener Template work so well?

- It’s tailorable - the more specific you can be with your target's qualities when Opening the conversation, the more notice and excitement is generated.

- It complements the girl, but also includes a playful jibe which completely changes the compliment into one that puts you in the power position and makes her think... “was that a compliment or an insult?”

- It sets the tone immediately to a conversation that is playful, light, flirty and a bit competitive - providing the perfect environment for seduction

- It provides conversation fodder - an actual topic that can be pursued, rather than a generic "cheesey" opener that has no follow up potential.
The word "cute" has a funny effect when you use it on girls - it's not the same as "hot" or "beautiful". It is actually a slight insult itself, as cute is something lower on the compliment food-chain.

Don't be afraid to play around with this template and modify it into something that works best for you and your personality.

If you want more versions of this message and others like it, including openers to playfully “challenge” a girl, you can download my personal collection of Tinder openers: Dating App Cheat.

---

**Opener #4**

"Good morning, sweetheart"... Just imagine, one day you could be waking up and hearing me whisper that in your ear, rather than having to roll over and read it from me on Tinder ;)

This opener has one of the highest response rates that you'll see. The method in which you use this message will eliminate almost all of the competition that you're up against on Tinder.

During the morning the only messages girls read are those which have been sitting on her phone unread from the night before - by that time they are stale and ineffective. Unlike all other message that she'll ever read, this message is tailored to be used early in the morning. Send this to the girl at 6.30am - she'll wake up, read your message and send you a reply. You'll then have her full attention on Tinder for the rest of the morning, giving you enough time to get her number, long before any other guy has even thought of messaging her. Cool huh?!

Cheat tip: Although it can be used any day of the week, sending this message on Saturday mornings will give you the best result because people generally have more free time to reply.

**DATE-TALK**

Okay, now that you have a few openers to kick start your conversations, let’s follow that up with Date-Talk...

**Date-Talk Checklist**

Follow the steps in the What to Say on Tinder blog post as well as this checklist when you first try out the Date-Talk method.

It won’t take long until you’re able to follow the steps automatically and wing-it through the conversation. Don’t be fooled by the simplicity of Date-Talk, the results from this technique are incredible.
**STEP #1: OPEN**
- Be unique - that means no *Hi, Hey, What's up* or *How are you*
- Tailor the opener to her profile
- Make her emote - emotions are what will make her drawn to you.

If you can’t think of a GREAT first message, you can [download my personal list of over 100 Masterpiece Tinder openers](click here).

**STEP #2: RAISE DATE-TALK**
- Look for opportunities to raise Date-Talk (plant the seed).
- Raise Date-Talk when conversation is going well.
- Raise Date-Talk in a casual, light-hearted way.
- Remember, this is just raising the topic of a future meeting. Nothing concrete needs to be organized. Just create an expectation of meeting.

See what her reaction is and react accordingly:
- If she responds well, keep up date talk and progress the conversation
- If she responds mildly, try a new way of raising Date-Talk
- If she responds poorly, wait until later to try Date-Talk again. Or...
- Or cut your losses, move onto another conversation.

When continuing Date Talk:
- Use positive and attractive descriptions of the date, but keep it simple
- Use example meet-up descriptions in Date-Talk cheat-pack
- Keep it light-hearted and fun
- Ensure your description matches your desires (i.e. date or hookup).
- If you desire a hookup, allude to an intimate date in an attractive manner.

**STEP #3: GET HER NUMBER**
- Once you feel the girl is interested in meeting up, get her number.
- Simply request her number so you can organize your meet up – the meetup that she already expects to happen, thanks to Date-Talk.

**STEP #4: SETUP YOUR DATE**
Follow steps in my blog post "[How to Have an Amazing First Date](click here)".

---

**Examples of How to Raise Date-Talk**

Remember, Date-Talk is raised gently and indirectly by coming in at an angle. It’s not running up to her and slamming her in the face with, “Would you like to go on a date with me?” Instead, you sidle up beside her, confidently hold her hand and lead her into Date-Talk.

I’ve given you a few examples of this on the next page...
Other examples:
- I hope you’re this much fun on our first date ;)
- That sounds great, but let’s be honest, us two spending the evening together will be much more memorable...
- So is our obvious chemistry going to be limited to Tinder or are we going to experience it in person...
- When they ask “how are you”, reply with: I’m exhausted [Her Name]!... I’ve been preparing for our amazing first date...

Date Description Examples
When you’re thinking of a date description, just be honest with what you want, but say it in a way that’s attractive and non-intimidating.

The most successful date descriptions are ones that are simply, yet vivid and attractive.

One of my favorites, which can be used in any circumstance, involves this description:
The reason this description works so well is because it's direct and clear, yet very flirty, friendly and non-intimidating. It can be used to describe almost any date.

Note: Generally the more direct you are regarding sex on a first date, the less success you'll have. Instead, when you raise Date-Talk you should describe an intimate date and only allude to hooking up – the girl will be able to join the dots (they are a lot better at that than us!).

**FULL CONVERSATION**

Here's the Date-Talk method and how it looks for a full conversation:

Date-Talk is pretty **quick, easy and smooth** isn't it!? It works! Don't you think that's much better than awkward and boring conversations that lead nowhere?

Next, I will show you some examples of Date-Talk being used together with another incredibly powerful Tinder technique I use. That technique is...
TINDER ROUTINES

A Tinder routine is the ultimate when it comes to quick and easy seduction.

It’s like a plan, a script or a go-to play that you know works every time.

It’s something that you can rely on to get what you want.

**Routines work over and over and over... with girl after girl after girl.**

I began creating routines very early in my Tinder journey and I soon had a handful of very powerful scripts that quickly became the number 1 weapon in my arsenal.

Routines are the tools that allowed me and other tinderseduction.com users to hookup with an enormous amount of girls very quickly and easily.

In all honesty, there’s nothing else like it – it’s seduction on steroids.

**How Tinder Routines work:**

A Tinder routine is a carefully developed, tested and refined conversation script that follows the same path every time.

That means you know what the girl is going to say before she says it and you know exactly what to say to get what you want (hookups and dates).

You don’t need to be special for them to work - they work for everyone. You don’t need any training or skills, you literally plug in the words and you get the girl.

I very rarely reveal my routines to anyone so very few people even know about them.

I keep a private collection of them for my own benefit, and of course, Tinsanity users.

But I’ve decided to give you a small taste of the seduction power that comes with having a Tinder routine in your arsenal.

So here are two routines that give you a glimpse into what’s possible on Tinder when you have the right tools, including Date-Talk and a Tinder routine.

**Routine #1: The Siri Routine**

I introduced you to my Siri opener in the What to Say on Tinder blog post:

> So [Her Name]. I just asked Siri what I should say to a girl with a cute smile on Tinder...

It works great because it initially creates a lot of intrigue, then has a cute/funny punchline. But that’s not the end of it.

That opener is just the beginning of a powerful Tinder routine.

Here’s the total routine in action:
This is a routine that is framed very strongly – it’s just like a little game where the real conversation takes place in the subtext.

Here’s how it goes.
1. Open with: "So I just asked Siri what I should say to a girl with a cute smile on Tinder...”

2. Wait for the girl to bite.

3. Reply with the line: “She said tell [Her Name], you auto-complete me ;)”

4. Once she laughs (they always do!) bring up the topic of your date by saying, "Then I said to Siri, good job she liked it, but what should we do for our amazing first date?”

5. This will make her intrigued, so wait for her to bite again.

6. Once she replies, not matter what she says, you will respond with a detailed and attractive description of your date/hookup/hangout that you want to have with the girl.

7. Wait for her to respond again.

8. Use the Siri frame to get her number: "Oh, Siri said one more thing: [Your Name], you’ll need [Her Name’s] number so you can organize the details to that amazing date...”

9. She gives you her number.

That’s it! Then you’ve got a hookup/date/hangout planned – easy!

As you can see, the Siri Routine is seduction on autopilot. You put in no work and get all the rewards and the girl feels special... everyone wins. 😊

**Routine #2: The Best Tinder Routine to Use When Travelling Overseas**

Tinder is your #1 wingman when you’re travelling overseas. And as fresh “foreign Tinder meat” you’re likely to be in high demand.

But there’s a big problem that you’ll encounter when you’re matching with Tinder girls from a non-English speaking country.

**What they hell do you say to them!?**

Should you try and speak their language? Or just write an English message?

Well, this routine is made exactly for those situations – it’s THE ONLY opener I use when travelling around a country that speaks a foreign language.

The key to this routine is the opener.

[Her Name] I hope that you can speak English, because I don’t think that I can seduce you with my poor [Her language] ;)


But you don’t write the opener in English, you write it in their language 😊

It’s easy, you just go to Google Translate and let it do the hard work for you. It won’t be a perfect translation, but it’s more than enough to get the job done.

Below is an example of an opener for a girl called Carla who speaks Spanish.

You simply enter the opener into Google Translate and it will give you the text to use:

So if you’re in a foreign speaking country, just type that opener into Google Translate and translate it into the local language – instant foreign opener that girls really love, plus it will help you rapidly filter your matches for the girls that are easier to hook up with. 😊

Here’s the Tinder routine in action (next page)…
And here's the routine again with a different girl...
The key to this routine is the opener – everything is driven by it. Here’s what the opener will do:

1. It will identify girls that speak your language, which is often the biggest hurdle to seducing foreign women on a text-based app!
2. It will rapidly filter the girls that are easier to hook up with. That’s because although the opener is quite suggestive so when women reply they’re making a little commitment to “being seduced.”

3. It is super-playful and flirty so makes the conversation immediately interesting.

Even without the rest of the routine, the opener will place you a strong position and prime the girl for a fast seduction.

**Here’s the routine step-by-step:**

1. Open using the Google translated message.

2. They will love your opener and reply back saying they speak English – bam, you’re in! You’ve got them hooked right from the start!

3. You reply with, "Good... Let the seduction commence ;)"). This puts absolutely no doubt in their mind where the interaction is headed and it gets them excited for what’s to come. They’re basically telling you that they want to be seduced by you which gives you confidence.

4. Then you bring up your hookup/date/meeting (whatever you want to do with her) as quickly as possible. Once again you’ll be super-confident in doing this because they’ve already agreed to being seduced. It’s a sure thing.

5. Get her number – which is a piece of cake because she’s already agreed to hookup or go on a date with you.

6. Seduction complete – you simply call/text her and organize where to meet and then claim your prize!

As you can see a Tinder Routine is seduction on autopilot. You put in no work and get all the rewards and the girl feels special... everyone wins! Try it for yourself :)
FINAL WORDS

Remember all those times when you felt so frustrated and wondered why girls would never reply to your messages and leave you for dead… It’s all starting to make sense now, isn’t it?

There’s light at the end of the tunnel for you.

Because these openers and Date-Talk give you a glimpse into the world of a Tinsanity Tinder user – to know what it’s like to have an entire arsenal of tools and sneaky tricks at your disposal for getting any girl.

In just a matter of minutes you’ve transformed from a Tinder nobody that says “Hi” like everyone else, into that rare guy who can catch a girl’s attention immediately with witty banter.

You’ve just made an amazing leap of improvement…

But here’s the thing: this is just a tiny fraction of the tools, tricks and methods I have available for getting quick and easy hookups with gorgeous girls off Tinder.

There’s literally so much more you can get your hands on… literally so many more girls that you should be dating and hooking up with this week!

Just read some of the stories Tinsanity users have told about going form zero dates to getting 5 dates a week and a Tinder threesome in the space of one month, and you’ll see how that could very easily be you. Once you use our tools and methods you’ll be kicking yourself that you didn’t discover them sooner.

One last quote

An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.

- BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

When it comes to Tinder that means an investment in seduction knowledge will give you unbelievable returns in the way of hookups, dates and intimate adventures that will make your life feel so much more enjoyable.

Now, it’s time for you to take the next step and use my Tinder Seduction System that I GUARANTEE will get you more dates and hookups in the next 30 days than you have EVER had! Imagine that!

Simply click here to get started and I’ll make sure you get the girls you want.

I hope tinderseduction.com and this resource has really opened your eyes to the possibilities of Tinder. Really, it’s incredibly easy to get what you want once you know the right things to do and say – you’ve seen that and you’ll experience that soon enough.

Once again I just want to say how great I think it is that you’ve taken this first step toward personal improvement and to improving your life… I’m incredibly grateful that you chose to do it with me :) 

- Marcus
marcus@tinderseduction.com

P.S. To learn how I can help you hookup and date any girl on Tinder as quickly as tonight, click here.